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Compair compressors safety improvement

Technical Bulletin
COMPAIR COMPRESSORS SAFETY
IMPROVEMENT
The present technical bulletin contains technical
information aimed to support/improve Drass equipment
currently in operation.
You are kindly requested to:
-

Communicate if this document and those following should be
sent to different e-mail addresses.
Revert for any clarification needed.
involve Drass for the implementation of suggested
modifications (if any).
always inform Drass of any modifications to Drass equipment
in order to verify safety, allow traceability and life cycle
support.

Please note that technical bulletins will be available at
www.drass.it for permanent consultation.

Reason for Issue
The improvements Suggested are intended to avoid safety issues
caused by oil contamination by breathing gas when the compressor
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is working in vacuum and therefore there is potential pulling of oil
through the seals.

It has been highlighted that compressors may be working below the
minimum suction pressure. This may be caused by excessive pressure
loss in the gas line due to its size, length or other installation
issues and by a lack of protection in the machine control and
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safety system.
Suggested improvements aim to solve all potentially dangerous
situations; Firstly, to prevent the compressor from working below
minimum suction pressure and also to increase compressor’s safety
in case of a low pressure occurrence which can be caused by:
Failure of the compressor’s automatic stopping system for

-

the emptying of the gas bag (for example sensor failure,
connection damage).
Obstructions in the suction line.

-

In addition, the newly proposed configuration will increase the
performance of the compressor in terms of capacity, because by
increasing the inlet pressure, the nominal flow discharge will also
increase.
The improvement is intended for existing equipment and can be
proposed in two different manners:
1. Supply of the Main items and arrangement description.
(installation not drass scope of supply)
2. Visit on board to check the status of the equipment
installed, Detailed installation engineering including
supply of materials to apply the procedure.
In the first case Drass will furnish main items and a guideline for
the modification regardless of the specific installation.
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In the second, it is necessary to evaluate each case in order to
develop detailed engineering with all the material needed for
modifications.
Description
The main modification consists of the insertion of a blower booster
in the compressor suction line at the gas bag outlet
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NEW!

The blower starts/stops simultaneously with the compressor from
its control panel. (compressor panel shall be modified).

(F OR R EFERENCE O NLY )

Blower performance curve
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At the compressor’s normal flow (approx. 110m3/h) the blower can
produce a ∆P = 500 mbar, thereby increasing the value of the
compressor’s inlet pressure.
Compressor suction pressure values are as follows:
-

Minimum for safe operation = - 20 mbar

-

Minimum for correct operation = -20÷20 mbar
(recommended)

-

Maximum = 2 bar

The discharge pressure of the blower is however lower than the
compressor’s maximum suction pressure.
The insertion of the blower prevents the compressor from working
in vacuum and more importantly, increases flow capacity.
if the booster and the compressor are Connected with a 1.1/4” line
(Ø 32mm), in the above working conditions, the pressure drop of the
line is 200mbar every 100mt. As a consequence, the maximum
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distance between the blower and the compressor for correct
operation can reach 250m (equivalent distance, i.e. without curves
and narrowing). This also allows the gas bag to be positioned
further from the compressor, in the case that this is required.
Longer distances can be reached, increasing the size of the line.
In addition to this improvement, a general check of the
compressor’s instrumentation and control system it is mandatory in
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order to guarantee safety in the occurrence of an unexpected low
inlet pressure. Indeed, many discrepancies and inaccuracies have
been highlighted in Compair’s instrument installation and
documentation.
For example, Drass noted the wrong installation of the safety
vacuum switch item Beck Prescal 901.71 installed on Compair 5437
compressors, on the suction side.

The switch should be installed on terminals 3–2, Normally Closed,
instead of being installed on 3-2 Normally Open. according to the
following datasheet, in order to avoid an incorrect working status
when the pressure falls under –20 mbar.
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( COMPAIR ’ S DATA SHEET )
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When checked with a meter the switch connections should be
'Closed' unless a vacuum is applied opening the contacts. This can
be found in the wiring schematics provided with compressor
manuals.

To ensure good operation, the control logic inside the panel of
the compressor shall be modified in order to match the correct
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switch settings and therefore to guarantee the compressor’s safe
stopping function.

Alternative Solutions
It is possible to replace the suction pipe, increasing the cross
section with a 4" pipe. In this way the problem is solved, however it
reduces the overall performance of the compressor. See
compressor’s Data sheet on your manual.

improvement kits can be requested from claudia.ramirez@drass.it;
with sales@drass.it in c.c. with reference to “Technical Bulletin
FD40 – 00XX.

Remember that the following kits are available:

1. Supply of the Main items and arrangement description.
(installation not drass scope of supply)
2. Visit on board to check the status of the equipment
installed, Detailed installation engineering including
supply of materials to apply the procedure.
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Applicability
The “Compair Compressors Safety Improvement” is applicable to all
diving systems which employ a heliox compair compressors and gas
bag, regardless the equipment was furnished by drass.
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Recommendations
1. Use only Drass original upgrade kit
2. Record the modifications in the documentation of the diving
system
3. Report the execution of the improvement as per OEM
recommendations to the Class Surveyor during the annual
survey.
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